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125 Years of Swami Vivekananda’s Chicago Speech
Swami Vivekananda represented India and Hinduism at the Parliament of the World’s Religions in 1893. The lectures of Swami Vivekananda shook the whole world.
He ﬁnished his speech with the appeal ‘Help and not Fight,’ ‘Assimilation and not Destruction,’ ‘Harmony & Peace and not Dissension.’

Media in True Sense

Above: Dr. Sambit Patra, Swami Tyagivarananda, Prof. Achintya Biswas, Rantideb Sengupta and
others offering prayers to Swami Vivekananda at Sovabazar Rajbari Nat Mandir, in the closing
ceremony of the 125 Years Celebration of Swami Vivekananda’s Chicago Speech, in West Bengal.
MLA Dilip Ghosh was also present. Below: Youths assemble at The Ramakrishna Mission Institute of
Culture, following cycle and bike rallies from different parts of Kolkata.

Ganga Arti at Pal Ghat
TCVN: Citizens celebrated Swami
Vivekananda's 125 Years of Chicago Speech at
Pal Ghat, Howrah by offering Ganga Arti,
followed by cleanliness drive and plantation.
TCVN: Sanskar Bharti, Suri presented a dance Socialites Manoj Pandey, Kishan Killa, Prakash
drama at the closing ceremony of Swami Killa, Indradev Dubey, Raja Das, Rajesh Tripathi,
Vivekananda’s 125 Years of Chicago Speech Durgavati Singh, Kusum Modi and others were
celebrations, in Kolkata.
present.

TCVN: Saints have always been inspirational to
India over ages. “We are forgetting our munirishis. The young generation has poor access to
their inspiration and thus forgetting their
teachings. We have created a documentary lm,
Media in True Sense, based on Swami
Vivekananda to inspire the young India, and also
to mark the 125 years of Swami Vivekananda’s
Chicago Speech. ‘Media in True Sense’ also
highlights that the media has an important role to
play in the society, in spreading positive
message,” Independent Producer, Pradip Boral,
told The Craze Venture at Bongiyo Bartajibi
Mancha.
Director Dr. Chandan Chatterjee added,
“Many countries are doing research works on
Swami Vivekananda. Our Prime Minister is also
inspired by Swami ji. However, His teachings
seem lost in the young West Bengal. Swami
Vivekananda is always an inspiration to the
youths. ‘Media in True Sense’ is made to inspire
Swami ji’s teachings in the young crowd. The 7minute documentary lm casts 14 actors. It has
several plots. In one of the plots, a child was seen
going to his school with his father on a January 12,
were both are unknown about the special day.
Whereas, an aged school teacher found
celebrating Swami Vivekananda’s Jayanti along
with deprived people. At the end, we will nd that
the citizens including politicians as viewers of a
TV program was part of the documentary - to
highlight the importance of media including
television in the society. We have formed
Doctor’s Unit, with a motive to cure the society.
The making of this documentary is inspired by the
Swami ji's Chicago Speech.”
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Remembrance

IT Solutions

Bagha Jatin
December 7, 1879 - September
10, 1915

TCVN - Kolkata, Sep 3: Allahabad Bank set up a
registration desk for Atal Pension Yojana at a Blood Donation
& Health Checkup Camp, organized at Kolkata Ward No. 22.
Councillor Minadevi Purohit was also present.

Inspired by Swami Vivekananda,
revolutionary philosopher
Jatindranath Mukherjee expressed
“Amra morbo, jagat jagbe” We shall die to awaken the nation

Guru Granth Sahib
Prakashotsav
Friday, September 1
Eid ul-Adha
Saturday, September 2
Mahanayak Uttam Kumar
Jayanti
Sunday, September 3
Dr. Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan Jayanti
(Teacher's Day)
Tuesday, September 5

TCVN: Sardar Patel Memorial Committee held a press
conference at Press Club, Kolkata demanding slaughter of
Cows in covered areas during Bakra Eid. Hirji Bhai Bhavsar
(Org. Secretary), Om Prakash Mishra, Suresh Pandey, M.
Ahemed & others were present.

Pal Maitra - Buniadpur: People agitated on thief's
assault at the Buniadpur railway station area.
Banshihari Police Station arrested the accused and
begun the investigation.
Anjarul Islam, Manirul Islam and Ahmed
Ansari, residents of Gazole of Malda district, were
going to Balurghat without railway tickets. Spoting
the ticket tester at Buniadpur railway station, the trio
jumped off the train and tried to escape a nearby
ground. People found them running fast with goats,
suspecting them as thieves, caught all of the three
after heavy chasing.
The mob took them to Buniadpur railway
station. After receiving the news, the police arrived
and rescued them from the mob. Station Manager of
Buniadpur, Asit Kumar Das said, “Some commuters
of the passenger train from Malda were traveling
without ticket. When I heard that some youths were
being assaulted in the railway station, suspecting as
goat thieves, I reach there with the police. Banshihari
Police have arrested them. I can't conrm now, until
the investigation is over, that the goats were stolen.”

Dnyaneshwari Jayanti
Monday, September 11
Swami Vivekananda Jayanti
Tuesday, September 12
Jatindra Nath Das
Wednesday, September 13
Hindi Rajbhashadin
Kashmiri Hindu
Martyrs’ Day
Thursday, September 14
Sir Mokshagundam
Visvesvaraya Jayanti
(Engineer's Day)
Sarat Chandra
Chattopadhyay Jayanti
Friday, September 15

TCVN - Kolkata, Sep 3: Rajendra Prasad Memorial
Foundation organized a Blood Donation & Health Checkup
Camp at Burrabazar. Hon'ble West Bengal & Bihar Governor,
Keshari Nath Tripathi inaugurated the camp. Councillors
Minadevi Purohit & Vijay Ojha were also present.

Sewa Divas
Vishwakarma Pujan
Sunday, September 17
Sena Balidan
(Uri Attack-2016)
Monday, September 18
Mahalaya
Tuesday, September 19
Navratri
Thursday, September 21
Guru Nanakdev Punyatithi
Friday, September 22
Pritilata Waddedar
Punyatithi
Saturday, September 23

TCVN - Kolkata, Sep 17: Senior Citizens Manab Seva
organized Navratri celebrations at a city hotel. Members
including women & children, performed garba and dandia.

Pal Maitra - Buniadpur: The lower price of the
Bangladeshi weaving compared to the current Indian
market have attracted more import. Moreover,
inadequate infrastructure in the Indian textile
industry have also forced weavers and artisans of
Southern Dinajpur to leave their tradition. There are
about ve thousand loom factories in Gangarampur,
Buniadpur and Kushmandi. Recently, a loom factory
in Gangarampur is shutdown; and others awaiting to
be closed.
Southern Dinajpur once used to meet the world
with its unique varieties of sarees, which is vanishing
day by day. Thus, the artisans are also losing their
enthusiasm. They complain that Bangladeshi sarees
are available at a cheap price compared to local loom
sarees. And, if they sell the their sarees at a
competitive price, they will be left without food.
Most weavers and artisans borrowed loans
from banks before Durga Puja. And, now they nd
difculties in settling their loans. Weaver Jhulan
Bhowmik said, “India is importing sarees from
Bangladesh, which are much cheaper. As a result, I
am unable to catch the local market. If things
continue in this way, we shall be forced to sit on the
road.”
MP Arpita Ghosh informed that the issue of the
Southern Dinajpur weavers and artisans will be
presented at the Lok Sabha.

HK/TCVN: VMware, a
global leader in cloud
infrastructure and business
mobility, is expanding its
reach to emerging
businesses in India. “Our
tailor-made solutions
enable businesses to
optimize their limited
resources to focus on their
business, protect and
expand their IT
infrastructure, lower
management costs and
enable ﬂexible support to
their mobile workforce”,
informed Sundar
Balasubramanian, Sr.
Director, General Business
(Commercial Sales &
Partners), Vmware.

Renault App
HK/TCVN: Renault has
announced the launch of
MY Renault App that offers
over 60 features including
access to service history of
vehicles, personalized
reminders & notications,
online service
appointments, interactive
user manual for vehicles,
easy access to dealerships
& customer care, digital
vaults for document storage
and convenient e-payment
facility. Sumit Sawhney,
Country CEO & MD,
Renault India Operations,
informed, “The App will
supplement existing
product specic Apps and
will be offered at no cost to
all existing Renault
customers.”

VR-ready Precision
HK/TCVN: Dell has
announced the launch of
27-inch Dell Precision Allin-One 5720 that caters to a
variety of industries which
are centered on graphicsintensive tasks including
Manufacturing, Media and
Entertainment, Architecture
and Design, Health. Dell
Precision 5720, is one of
the world’s rst VR-ready
AIO workstation, equipped
with AMD Radeon™ Pro
graphics, rendering a
seamless touch to graphicintensive tasks, outstanding
reliability with ISV
certications, ECC memory
and Dell Precision
Optimizer; make this the
world’s most powerful Allin-One workstation.
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Pandit Deendayal
Upadhyaya Jayanti
Monday, September 25

Interior Energy & Space Management

Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar Jayanti
Tuesday, September 26
Shaheed Bhagat Singh
Jayanti
Thursday, September 28
Vijayadashami
Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh Foundation Day
Saturday, September 30

TCVN - Kolkata, Sep 6: Alumni Association - National
Service Scheme, Jadavpur University organized a cleanliness
& beautication program, Swachh Bharat Pakhwada.

www.inblankspace.com  desk@inblankspace.com  +91 9051281947
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The Last Page Suspense

completing the last page of
an incomplete dairy and
underline that if someone is
exploited the Atma will
always wait to take its
revenge.”
Subash, the only male
character, has a hobby of
collecting dairies. He come
across an incomplete dairy
whose writer died before
completing the last page.
The shortlm has three
producers: Alexander
Anthony, R H Kampani &
Raj Dhanuka. Raj Dhanuka
said, “Atma never dies. Our

T C V N : N u g g e t
Entertainments Co. is
publishing its Bengali
horror thriller shortlm,
The Last Page, directed &
written by Molay Shome
and assistant direction by
Sraboni Shome, in
YouTube before Diwali.
In the exclusive
interview with The Craze
Venture, Director Molay
Shome informed,
“Innocent people are
always exploited in our
society that needs to end.
One of the character will be

unnished dreams are
completed by our Atma, if
not meet in our life.”
Alexander Anthony added,
“We want this message to
go to the people that there is
something called life after
death - that is Atma - and we
want people to decide
whether it is true or not
true.”
The Last Page casts
Akash Nandi, Devamita
Goswami, Dipenti Taur,
Payel Mondal and Shirim
Yasmin. PC: Rajendra
Dubey & Hardik Ghatta

TCVN: With Durga Puja around the
corner, fashion brand Tanti launched a
fresh, prêt line of fusion wear through a
fashion show Saaj Sutra 2017 at a city hotel
on September 9. The collection which
includes both men’s wear and women’s
wear was showcased by top models of the
city with renowned showstoppers like Jaya
Seal Ghosh, Bickram Ghosh, Arijit Dutta
and Saurav Jha.

TCVN: Mobile E-paper organised a press
conference at Press Club, Kolkata and
emphasized on bringing peace and
harmony in the society. Maulana Shaque
Qasmi, Mullick Ishaque (Khilafat
Committee member), Faisal Ali (GS,
Tahreek Foundation), Md Ikhlas (Jt. Secy.,
Rabindra Sarani Traders Association),
socialites Md Shadab Khan, Sanjay Kumar
Sonkar and others were present.

Music Album Launch

Substandard Fare

Anit Mukerjea: On Sept. 12 the launch of
a music album Dekha Hobe a repertoire of
modern Bengali songs rendered in the
golden voice of Shaoli through the
auspicious of Asha Audio was held at the
Press Club, Kolkata in the presence of
eminent baul singer Sanajit Mondal. The
music has been composed by Joy Sarkar
with six songs belted out by aspiring singer
Shaoli. Her voice had instrumental
accompanists with guitar and Bass by
Sanjoy Das, Raja Chowdhury, Flute Bubai
Nandy, violin Sandipan Ganguly.

Anit Mukerjea: The recent premiere of
the Bengali lm Revenge Nitei Hobe at the
Indira Cinema was nothing short of being
in what may be deemed as substandard
fare. Although the director Jayanta
Upadhai who has penned the story and
script, which has roped in a galaxy of
eminent Tollywood stars, the lm
nevertheless is marked by poor dubbing,
cinematography, a weak script and random
shots somehow jumbled together with old
and new footage. It seems somewhat like
old wine in a new bottle.

Conference Hall Available
 Audio-Vidual Equipment
 Refreshment
 Prin ng
PR Solution
 Display Advertisement - 12 cm x 6.5 cm (B/W) in The Craze Venture
 Animated Advertisement - 7 sec. in Bharat Barta
 And many more..
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#IamAND
HK/TCVN: #IamAND campaign is
an attempt to reach out to those
extraordinary women who believe that
they are unstoppable and can balance
their life & career. “With this, AND
also launches a series of inspirational
stories, which not only motivate but
also inspire women to live their
dreams”, Anita Dongre, Chief
Creative Ofcer of House of Anita
Dongre added. The campaign will be
launched with a video that features
actor Kareena Kapoor Khan and a host
of women including Tania Sachdev
(grand master and commentator),
Anushka Menon (photographer and
DJ), Kanchan Daniel (musician and
psychologist) and Pranita Balar
(media planner and canine consultant)
with inspirational stories to tell.

Anit Mukerjea : Prayas Event and Bengal
Construction Company arranged an
evening of paying tribute to Bollywood's
musical legends Laxmikant and Pyarelal at
the Princeton Club on September 16,
Kolkata. They were the most popular
composer duo who provided the
background score for about 635
Bollywood lms from 1963 to 1998.They
worked together for almost all the notable
lmmakers including Raj Kapoor, Dev
Anand, Br Chopra et al. Laxmikant
diverted his poverty in the direction of
music. Pyarelal, on the other hand learned
to play the violin and owing to a nancial
crisis in his family was compelled to earn
money by playing in miscellaneous lm
studios in Mumbai.
As part of the tribute vocalists such as
Sujoy Bhowmick, Kousumi Suvoshur,
Angshuman Chattopadhyay, Babji Sanyal
rendered a repertoire of popular numbers
such as Chithi Aayee from Border and
enraptured listeners on that eventful
evening. Each singer showcased their
individual talent, quality and skill with
aplomb.

Anit Mukerjea: It is a novel and
innovative idea to have paintings as part of
a motif in a number of sarees which are
used as canvases to express some painterly
ideas. On August 25 continuing till August
29 for the rst time an exhibition of
paintings executed as part of a saree design
conceptualized by Kajal Beshai, wife of
the eminent painter Gourango Beshai was
held at Shilpo Kuthi located at Bagha Jatin
in South Kolkata. It was inaugurated by
eminent actor-gazal singer Janiva Roy who
appreciated Kajal Beshai's works ranging
from Kalighat Pot, Radha Krishna,
Ajanta,Durga and her immersion and
kantha stitch gured in the saree
exhibition. Eminent senior painter
Ramananda Bandhopadhyay highly
appreciated Kajal Beshai's creativity in
saree motifs. She hails from Midnapur
village hailing from a family steeped in the
age old tradition of producing handicrafts.

HK/TCVN: Acharya Dinesh Chandra
Sen Research Society, headed by
Debkanya Sen, renowned social worker
had presented Acharya Dinesh Chandra
Gold Medal to Janab A.B.M. Fazle Karim
Chowdhury, Hon'ble MP of Bangladesh
for his great work for communal harmony.
The Guests of Honour for the program
were renowned scientist Dr. Arup Mitra
and Muralbhai Brahmachari (Hon'ble
Secretary of Adyapith). There were lots of
dignitaries from Bangladesh who came
and took part in the Awards ceremony.

TCVN: Surer Akashe 8, a music album
was unveiled at the ‘Hello Kolkata
Cultural Fiesta’. The album has 8 songs,
sung by Gouri Chando, Debuttam, Diya
Nath Choudhuri, Shreya Adhikari,
Dipankar Dey, Gitashree Mitra, Sunetra
Biswas and Biswajit Das. Biswajit Das
(Direction), Ratan Guha (Lyrics), Indranil
Chatterjee (Music), Sreya Guha were
present.
“We shall soon launch a VCD, based on
some of the songs, to be directed by Asish
Basak and released by Hello Kolkata,”
informed Biswajit Das.
TCVN: On August 23, Sujan Publication
organized “Bhadure adore, chol viji ak
jole”, to celebrate its one year, at the Press
Club, Kolkata. The panel includes
distinguished poets. Poet Krishna Basu
informed that rhythm was not backdated in
the modern poetry. Every poet must had
rhythmic excellency. Poet Tushar Kanti
Roy discussed various ways of modern
poetry. Poet Debasis Laha added about
short poetry and use and value of punch
words in poems. Poet Rantanu Ghanti and
Basudeb Malakar were also present on that
day. Sujan Publication had published three
books named ‘Abakrosh’, a novel by
famous author Tushar Chakraborti,
‘Galpendu’, a collection of short stories
edited by Vicky Souvik and ‘Kabita Parar
Chalatchal’, a collection of 300 poetry
written by 56 young and famous Bengali
poets.
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Auctions for Charity

TCVN: Bharat Vikas Parishad organized National song
singing competition in Kolkata, in Sanskrit, Hindi and other
regional languages. Tarachand Marda, Dr. S K Agarwal,
Prakash Killa, Shyam Lal Dokania, L K Dokania, Nandlal
Singhania and others were present. PC: Rajendra Dubey

TCVN: The Destiny of Joy, written by Siddhartha
Majumder, was launched at Press Club, Kolkata by Hon’ble
Governor of Tripura, Tathagata Roy. Purabi Roy, Dr.
Bikram Sarkar, Brig. Kumar Kishore Bhattacharya and
other dignitaries were present. PC: Rajendra Dubey

TCVN: Perception, Resurrection & Kalakiriti jointly
distributed education books in ‘Beside-U’ to orphan &
underpriviledge children at the Press Club, Kolkta. Pandit
Tarun Bhattacharya, Sanchita Battarchaya, Sibani Rai and
others were present. PC: Rajendra Dubey

TCVN: Bipin Jewellers recently held a press conference at
Press Club, Kolkata and announced its new venture, Le
Trove, offering exclusive silver gift items at Quest Mall.
Yatish Samaiya (Executive Director), Alok Chaturvedi &
Ankur Goneka were present. PC: Rajendra Dubey

TCVN: This Puja,
amongst all competitions
organized by many
organizations, ‘Hello
Kolkata Sharad Samman’
will be a bit different.
Asish Basak, EditorDirector of ‘Hello
Kolkata’ informed, “In our
11th year of Puja
Parikrama, we are giving
stress on social work of the
participating 150 Clubs
and Apartments. We have
already sent out appeals to
arrange auctions of old
items to be donated by
local people. We wish to
give off the entire fund
raised from the auctions to
social welfare
organization or directly to
the needy people. The
participating Puja
Committee that can
generate the highest fund
and has donated the same
successfully on spot will
be crowned ‘Hello Kolkata
Durga Sree 2017.”
Ofcials of popular
Puja committees like
Thakurpukur SB Park,
Elachi Ramchandrapur
Milan Sangha, New Alipur
Hindusthan Club & others
have activated the
necessary proceedings
with great zeal.

Dell Launches
Premium Support Plus

TCVN: Bijoy Gopal Nandi Memorial Trust held a press
conference at Press Club, Kolkata. Archana Burman (GS,
BGNMT) informed, “We are organizing our rst
international sports clinic in September, in several parts of
India.” Sharad Khaitan, Ashim Ghuthakur and others were
also present. PC: Rajendra Dubey

TCVN: Urvashi Dance Pvt Ltd held a press conference at
Press Club, Kolkata. It announces that the audition of
‘Dhoom Machale Rising Star’ will be carried in schools and
dance institutes, across India and inviting participants
between 5 & 23 years. Lalit Panwar, Sulakshana Das &
others were present. PC: Rajendra Dubey

HK/TCVN: Dell India
has recently launched
Premium Support Plus,
that gives access to expert
technicians. The service is
currently available on
Alienware 15 & Alienware
17, XPS and Inspiron
devices. The 24x7
personalized assistance is
designed to resolve
complex software issues,
informed Alen Joe Jose,
Ofcial of Dell, India.

Craze Venture
Tourism Marketplace
HK/TCVN: Tourism
Marketplace organized its
rst Hospitality B2B meet
in Kolkata, on September
18. It has over 35 top end
hospitality majors renowned brands
participating & showcasing
their property and services
to a diverse segment of
buyers from the corporate,
professional agencies from
the travel-tour, wedding
planners, MICE organisers
and event organising
spectrum amongst others.
Tourism Marketplace is an
initiative of Ark Hospitality
Services, which is helmed
by Amit Nag and Kanchan
Deopa, both professional
hoteliers with a vast
knowledge and a combined
experience of over 55 years
in the eld. “The next event
is slated to be held at
Gauhati in November 2017
and thereafter at Patna in
December 2017,” informed
Kanchan Deopa.

Antiquity Blue Whisky
HK/TCVN: Diageo India
is relaunching its premium
brand Antiquity Blue
Whisky with an exquisite,
timeless and striking new
packaging; crafted by
Diageo’s leading master
blenders, Craig Wallace.
“We are very happy to see
that the consumers are
already appreciating this
ner experience”, informed
Subroto Geed, Senior VPMarketing at Diageo India.
The whisky is available in
outlets across West Bengal
and is priced at `1050 for a
750 ml bottle.
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TCVN: IPCLWF 2017 celebrates 130th Jayanti of former
President of India, Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan at the
Press Club, Kolkata. The organization honors distinguished
personalities including Abhijit Roy Chowdhury, Dr. Madan
Chandran Bidyalankar and others for their achievements.
Dr. Kaushik Roy Chowdhury inaugurated the event and
Prof. Monoranjan Ghosh was the Chief Guest. Pradip
Boral, Vijay Seth, Dolly Seth, Rajendra Dubey, Sahadab
Khan, Pravez Alam & others were present.

Special Edition
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